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Introduction

#FOREVERALONE or #FOREVERDEPRESSED or #WHYYYYY

Enough with the hashtags. Find out the absolute truth about this very... complicated topic.
Chapter 1

PART 1:

Is your crush with someone else? Did there used to be something there until it was taken away by someone or something? Well the truth is very annoying and grab a pillow. You may need it. You’ll probably need it for step three.... anyways let’s get into it!
Chapter 2

STEP 2:

If your crush has a girlfriend/boyfriend, maybe try getting to know them better. SO THAT YOU CAN STALK YOUR CRUSH THOUGH THEM AND WIN YOUR CRUSH OVER! HAHAHA! (Uhh. NO!) Don’t stalk those two... please. But get closer to your crushes’ girlfriend/boyfriend. If you’re not friends with them already. If you’re not then this might help you... how do I put this delicately..... wait never mind I can’t. This will help you wake up! I’m sorry but... it may not work out between you and your crush. If you see how good your crush and their girlfriend/boyfriend are then you’ll see how bothering them would just be wrong. So please don’t. Realize that getting to know this person better will help you further understand how your current crush may not be the one.
STEP 3:

Do you have your pillow? Great. So the third step is worst of all because this is where you have to simply think. Think about whether your crush right now is truly who you want to spend the rest of your life with, or try and just think deep deep down about why you’ve started to like, really like or even... fall in love with this person. But hey, if you really think then you’ll be able to tell yourself the truth about your future with them. If you just like them because of their looks, there’s no shame in that. However there is more than just a pretty face. (Or handsome face, the term is “there is more than just a pretty face” I just added handsome to make it less one sided) So if you really like this person then in the end you have to decide.
Chapter 4

STEP 4:

Confront this person if you’ve known them for a while and gotten to know them. Let them know so they can decide if they like you back and if they don’t then that’s okay because the right person will come along soon. Now if you don’t want to confront them then that’s okay. If you just want to talk to someone you could talk to a family member or a friend or counselor or pet. (But then again pets give terrible advice! Do not listen to them!)
Chapter 5

STEP 5:

Figure out what you’re going to do. Then do it. Good luck, we all believe in you!:) Now go for it!